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 
Abstract² Novel arrangements of active frequency selective 
surfaces (AFSSs) with integrated voltage control wiring are 
proposed for bi-state (transparency/reflectance) operation at 
specified frequencies. The AFSSs are comprised of passive arrays 
of intertwined patterns of slots in a conductor screen and an active 
dipole array with pin diodes placed either on the same or opposite 
sides of a thin dielectric substrate. Simulation and measurement 
results show that such AFSSs exhibit good isolation (~ 15 dB) 
between the translucency and reflection states at normal incidence 
that slightly decreases at oblique incidence. The proposed AFSSs 
maintain the high angular and polarisation stability over broad 
fractional bandwidths (FBWs) inherent to the constituent periodic 
arrays of intertwined conductor patterns with substantially 
subwavelength unit cells. The merits of these AFSS arrangements 
also include resilience to parasitic effects of real switches, whose 
insertion loss in the on-state only enhances the AFSS on/off 
isolation. Such AFSSs are essential elements for reconfiguring and 
controlling the electromagnetic architecture of buildings.  
 
Index Terms²Periodic structures, active frequency selective 
surfaces, pin diodes, convoluted conductor pattern, subwavelength 
resonance.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
onvoluted and intertwined conductor patterns of frequency 
selective surfaces (FSSs) enable significant reductions of 
the unit cell electrical size and broadening fractional bandwidth 
(FBW) at low resonance frequencies [1]-[4]. Periodic arrays 
with subwavelength unit cells exhibit high angular and 
polarisation stability and resilience to the higher order 
diffraction effects. These properties are instrumental for the 
design of conformal FSSs and FSSs integrated in small mobile 
terminals, RF front-ends and other devices where a large 
number of unit cells is necessary for an efficient interaction of 
the array with the incident field [5]. Such FSSs are also vitally 
important for controlling the electromagnetic architecture, 
spectral efficiency and security of buildings where the feature 
size of building interiors and office rooms is commensurate 
with wavelengths in the frequency bands designated for indoor 
communications. Owing to the complexity of multipath 
propagation in the built environment, electromagnetic waves 
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with diverse polarisations can impinge on FSSs at any angles 
after multiple reflections and scattering [6]. Therefore, walls 
controlling interference and providing shielding in the buildings 
require FSSs with a stable frequency and polarisation response 
across a wide range of incidence angles.  
The dynamic use of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is 
now becoming increasingly widespread, poses new challenges 
in FSS design. In particular, agile FSSs are needed to meet the 
requirements of time variable and frequency dependent 
propagation conditions. While several methods can be 
employed to control the response of an FSS (see a recent review 
of reconfigurable metasurfaces and metamaterials in [7]), a 
common and cost-effective approach is based on incorporating 
active components into the patterned metallic screen to vary the 
reactance of the resonant elements [8]. Namely, semiconductor 
switches, such as pin diodes, have been widely used to realize 
bi-state operation of active FSSs (AFSSs) comprised of dipoles 
and other resonant elements [9]-[14]. Recently, bi-state 
switchable AFSSs based on the periodic arrays of interwoven 
planar spirals with integrated pin diodes have been proposed for 
both single and dual polarisation operation [15], [16]. The 
distinctive feature of such arrangements is that the spiral 
conductors of the AFSS constituent elements also serve as the 
path for supplying dc bias to pin diodes thus eliminating the 
need of dedicated wiring which may severely distort the RF 
response. This approach also dramatically simplifies the AFSS 
topology without compromising the FSS performance. 
In this work we present novel architectures of reconfigurable 
bi-state AFSSs based on the complementary layout of the 
interwoven spiral [3], [4] and %ULJLG¶VFURVVDUUD\V [17], [18]. 
The AFSSs contain a patterned conductor sheet with a periodic 
array of intertwined slots located on one side of a thin dielectric 
substrate. The pin diodes and the strips supplying the dc bias 
form an active dipole array which is deployed either on the 
other side of the dielectric substrate or interspersed between the 
slot array elements in a single layer AFSS configuration. The 
two patterned conductors are insulated from each other in both 
configurations. The proposed arrangements combine the merits 
of passive FSSs with substantially subwavelength unit cells and 
grids of active dipoles with embedded pin diodes. The 
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switchable grid has negligible effect on the passband resonance 
of the slot array in one state of the diodes but acts as a reflective 
surface in the other one. It also allows independent control of 
the transmission responses at both the vertical and horizontal 
polarizations. Such AFSSs maintain the virtues of the passive 
interwoven arrays while being essentially immune to parasitic 
effects of switches. An important advantage of the proposed 
AFSSs is that they are manufacturable by standard low cost 
PCB photolithography or inkjet printing combined with surface 
mount technology (SMT) for automated component placement 
into the planar AFSS conductor patterns.  
  The objective of this work was to explore the feasibility of 
using interwoven conductor patterns in switchable AFSS. 
While our aim here is to demonstrate and prove the concept, the 
issues of designing a smart wall for a given specification have 
been addressed in earlier publications. In particular, a 
convenient and energy efficient way to realize an active wall 
for controlling the propagation environment is provided by the 
FRQFHSWRI³,QWHOOLJHQWZDOOV´,:RULJLQDOO\SURSRVHGLQ [19], 
[20]. According to the IW approach, when large cross-sectional 
area within building needs to be electromagnetically isolated or 
vice-versa using AFSSs, instead of deploying the AFSS over the 
entire wall, which would be costly and energy inefficient, a 
small fraction of the wall is covered with an AFSS and the rest 
of the wall is metallized. Typically a 30 cm x 30 cm AFSS will 
give sufficient control into a small room 4 m x 4 m, further 
panels would be required for larger areas. The metallized area 
prevents any signal from penetrating into the wall material and 
passing through it, no matter what the signal frequency is as the 
incoming wave is almost totally reflected. Alternatively, the 
AFSS areas form the windows with controlled transparency. 
The paper is organised as follows. The operational principle 
of the proposed bi-state AFSS structures capable of switching 
between the transparency and reflectance states is illustrated 
first for the case of a single polarisation operation in Section II. 
The dual polarised intertwined AFSSs, analysed by full-wave 
(FW) simulations in CST Microwave Studio (MWS) [21], the 
details of the pin diode switching circuitry and the distribution 
of the dc control signals are discussed in Sections III and IV for 
the double and single-layered arrays, respectively. In Section V 
the AFSS performance is validated experimentally and the 
measurement results are discussed in comparison with the 
predictions of numerical simulations. The main features of the 
AFSSs comprised of the periodic arrays of interwoven slots are 
summarised in the Conclusion. 
II. SINGLE POLARISED BI-STATE INTERWOVEN SPIRAL SLOT 
ARRAY WITH SEPARATE SWITCHING LAYER  
The unit cell layout of a sample two layer AFSS providing a 
bi-state response at a single polarization of the incident field is 
shown in Fig. 1. In this arrangement, briefly outlined in [22], a 
periodic array of intertwined bifilar spiral slots is combined 
with a bi-state switchable dipole array deployed on the opposite 
side of a thin dielectric substrate. The ends of adjacent strip 
dipoles are interconnected by pin diodes to form columns or 
rows, and the biasing voltage is applied at the array periphery, 
as in a basic active bi-state dipole array [9]-[11]. On the 
opposite side of the dielectric substrate, the bifilar spiral slot 
arms, protruding from adjacent unit cells into the conductor 
between the turns of the primary spiral slot in a reference unit 
cell, are intertwined either column- or row-wise depending on 
the parity (odd or even number) of spiral folds. Such stacked 
arrays exhibit a passband response to one of the incident field 
polarisations, whereas they are practically opaque for the 
orthogonal polarisation; their resonance has broad FBW at 
grossly subwavelength unit cell size p << Osimilarly to the 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 1.  (a) Unit cell of a two-layer bi-state interwoven 5-fold bifilar spiral slot 
elements with the switchable strip dipoles in the foreground (view from the 
back). One pin diode per unit cell is connected between the ends of dipoles. 
Geometrical parameters of the square unit cell: lattice period p = 5.4 mm, spiral 
pitch 2.4 mm, slot width s=0.2 mm and thickness 17.5 µm. Separation between 
the free-standing conductor patterns is 0.4 mm. (b) Equivalent circuits of diodes 
in the forward (on) and reverse (off) bias states. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Simulated transmittance and reflectance of the AFSS with the unit cell 
from Fig. 1 at normal incidence of a y-polarized wave when pin diodes are in the 
off (solid and dashed lines) and on (dash-dotted and dotted lines) states. In the 
simulations the circuit parameters are: 2.1sR  :, 0.6sL  nH, and 0.17tC  
pF, see datasheets of Infineon diodes BAR64-02V-SC79 [23]. 
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6 
arrays of intertwined quadrifilar spiral strips [4].  
The spiral slot array with the square unit cell illustrated in 
Fig. 1a has been simulated in CST MWS using a single unit cell 
with doubly periodic boundary conditions. The diodes are 
modelled using their simplified equivalent circuits for the 
forward and reverse biased states [15], as depicted in Fig. 1b. 
At the forward bias (on state), the diode presents a resistance 
sR  in series with the packaging inductance sL . At the reverse 
bias (off state), the circuit becomes a parallel combination of 
pR  and tC  in series with sL , where tC  is a sum of the device 
junction and packaging capacitances; resistance pR  typically 
exceeds 10 k: and is neglected in the simulations. 
The transmittance and reflectance of the AFSS simulated at 
normal incidence of a vertically polarized plane wave are 
 
1
 FBW is defined as the transmission bandwidth at the reflectance 
level |R| = 10 dB normalized to the resonance frequency fr.  
shown in Fig. 2 for both the off and on states of the pin diodes. 
Since the slot array is opaque for a horizontally polarised wave 
in the specified frequency band, irrespective of the diodes state, 
this case is not presented in Fig. 2.  
When the biased diodes are in the off state, the two-layer 
AFSS is transparent to the illuminating wave in the vicinity of 
the resonance of the passive intertwined bifilar spiral slot array. 
In this case the strip dipoles of length p << O resonate at a much 
higher frequency. Thus, the strip dipoles barely affect the 
subwavelength passband resonance of the slot array which has 
FBW1 ~ 37% at / 28r pO , where Or is the resonance 
wavelength at frequency ~ 2 GHz.  
When the diodes are biased in the on state, the columns of 
the dipole array perform as continuous conducting strips which 
exhibit an inductive impedance and a high-pass filter response. 
However, given that p << Or, the resonance of the spiral array 
is significantly below the cut-off frequency of the high-pass 
band and the two-layer structure is strongly reflective. 
III. DUAL POLARISED BI-STATE INTERWOVEN SPIRAL SLOT 
FSS WITH SEPARATE SWITCHING LAYER  
The concept of using dedicated strip arrays to control the 
response of the singly polarized interwoven spiral AFSSs 
described in the previous section can be extended to the dual 
polarization regime. To this aim, it is possible to combine an 
interwoven quadrifilar spiral slot array and a strip mesh with 
embedded pin diodes, which bridge the gaps in both horizontal 
and vertical strips of the biasing and switching circuit. Making 
use of SMT components, pin diodes can be deployed without 
touching the crossing strips. Then the biasing voltages are 
supplied independently to the columns and rows of the array, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The widths of the strip conductors and the gaps 
across them are dictated by the footprint and package size of 
actual pin diodes used in the AFSS. 
The simulated transmittance and reflectance at normal 
incidence of the AFSS with the unit cell of Fig. 3 are displayed 
in Fig. 4 for both the forward (on) and reverse (off) bias states 
of the pin diodes. Similar to the singly polarized AFSS with the 
diodes in the off state, the 2D grid of the crossed dipoles is 
almost transparent to the incoming wave near the resonance of 
the passive FSS of interwoven quadrifilar spiral slots. This 
happens because the latter array resonates at a much lower 
frequency than the crossed dipoles, whose resonance frequency 
is decreased to a relatively small extent only by the off state 
capacitance of pin diodes. Therefore, the dipole array has 
negligible effect on the passband response of the spiral slot 
array. When the diodes are switched in the on state, the rows or 
columns of the 2D grid behave as continuous conducting strips, 
which present an inductive impedance and act as a high-pass 
filter. But due to the unit cell subwavelength size, the filter 
passband is considerably higher than the AFSS operational 
frequency, which results in a strongly reflective response. Dual 
polarization operation is accomplished by applying bias to both 
 
Fig. 3. Unit cell layout of a bi-state two layer interwoven 4-fold quadrifilar 
spiral slot AFSS with switching cross dipoles in a separate layer (view from 
the back). Two pin diodes per unit cell are connected between the arms of 
adjacent cross dipoles. Geometrical parameters of the unit cell: lattice period p 
= 6 mm, spiral pitch 1.6 mm, spiral conductor width s=0.2 mm and thickness 
35 µm. Width of cross dipoles is 0.35 mm. The two conductor patterns are 
printed on 0.8-mm-thick dielectric substrate with permittivity Hr= 2.2-j0.0009. 
 
Fig. 4. Transmittance and reflectance at normal incidence of the AFSS of Fig. 
3 when pin diodes are in the off (solid and dashed lines) and on (dash-dotted 
and dotted lines) states. In the simulations the circuit parameters are: 2.1sR  
:, 0.6sL   nH, and 0.17tC   pF, see datasheets of Infineon diodes BAR64-
02V-SC79 [23]. 
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the vertical and horizontal dipole strips. 
IV. SINGLE-LAYER DUAL POLARISED BI-STATE INTERWOVEN 
SLOT FSS WITH INTEGRATED SWITCHING CIRCUIT  
The principles of realizing the bi-state AFSSs with integrated 
bias circuitry described in the previous sections can be applied 
to interleaved array configurations with all the conductors 
deployed on the same surface. The doubly periodic arrays of 
intertwined %ULJLG¶VFURVVHV, cf. e.g. [17], [18], are particularly 
suitable for this purpose. They exhibit broader FBW than the 
interwoven quadrifilar spiral arrays with the same periodicity 
but have slightly higher resonance frequencies [17], [18]. In 
contrast to the AFSS composed of the interwoven quadrifilar 
spiral slot arrays, where the strip grid with diodes must be 
placed in a separate layer, the canonical configuration of 
complementary intertwined %ULJLG¶V FURVVes allows the strip 
dipoles to be interspersed in the slots to accomplish a single 
layer dual polarised bi-state AFSS with integrated bias 
circuitry.  
7KH XQLW FHOO OD\RXW RI WKH FRPSOHPHQWDU\ %ULJLG¶V FURVV
AFSS depicted in Fig. 5 has been designed for a resonance 
frequency of about 2 GHz. As apparent, the slot between 
conductors at the centre of the unit cell is widened to 
accommodate the strip dipoles, whose width is dictated only by 
the dimensions of commercially available pin diodes (Infineon 
diodes BAR64-03W with the larger package SOD323 [23] have 
been used in this example). The SMT type pin diodes bridge the 
gaps between strip dipoles in the grid and jump over the 
FURVVLQJDUPVRI%ULJLG¶VFURVVHV7KHELDVLQJYROWDJHDSSOLHG
at the grid periphery enables independent control of the array 
columns and rows and the dual polarized operation of such a 
single-layer AFSS. 
The AFSS with the unit cell layout of Fig. 5 has been 
simulated in CST MWS at normal and oblique incidence of TE 
 
Fig. 5. Unit cell layout of a bi-state single-layer interwoven 11-IROG%ULJLG¶V
cross slot AFSS with switchable cross dipoles interspersed between the central 
vertical and horizontal conductors of the resonant elements. Two pin diodes 
per unit cell are connected between the arms of adjacent cross dipoles. 
Geometrical parameters of the unit cell: lattice period p = 8.2 mm, conductor 
width s=0.25 mm and thickness 35 µm. Width of cross dipoles is 0.6 mm. The 
two conductor patterns are printed on 0.8-mm-thick dielectric substrate with 
permittivity Hr= 2.2 - j0.0009. 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 6. Simulated reflectance and transmittance of the AFSS with the unit cell of Fig. 5 at normal and oblique incidences of (a)-(b) TE and (c)-(d) TM waves 
when the pin diode switches are in the off (solid lines) and on (dashed lines) states. The diode parameters are: Rs = 2.1 Ohm, Ls = 0.6 nH, and Ct = 0.17 pF, see 
datasheet of Infineon diodes BAR64-03W-SOD323 [23].  
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and TM plane waves with the diodes in both the on and off 
states. The diode models were incorporated in the EM analysis 
using the equivalent circuits of the diode forward and reverse 
bias states shown in Fig. 1(b). The simulated AFSS responses 
shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate that similarly to the interwoven 
spiral slot array described in the previous section, the AFSS 
with the diodes in the off state is practically transparent at either 
polarization of the incident field near the resonance frequency 
of the passive intertwined %ULJLG¶VFURVVVORWarray. When the 
diodes are switched on, the columns and rows of the strip 
dipoles form continuous conductor strips isolated at their 
crossings. Such a mesh behaves as a high-pass filter and 
exhibits a substantially reflective isotropic response like that in 
the two-layer AFSS.  
The reflectance and transmittance characteristics displayed 
in Fig. 6 at variable incidence angles of TE and TM waves for 
both the off and on states of the switchable diodes demonstrate 
that in the off state the AFSS exhibits high stability of the 
resonance frequency in a broad range of incidence angles at 
both TE and TM wave polarisations. The response remains 
fairly stable also in the on state. When the diodes are switched 
to the off state, the AFSS is transparent to both TE and TM 
polarized waves near the resonance of the passive intertwined 
%ULJLG¶VFURVVVORWDUUD\. The opaqueness of the surface in the 
on state slightly decreases at larger incidence angles of TM 
polarised waves, whereas it improves for obliquely incident TE 
polarised waves, which is consistent with the reflectance trend 
at oblique incidence of strip arrays [24].  
Comparison of the responses of the single- and two-layer 
AFSSs show that the two-layer FSS exhibits a higher packaging 
density p/Or, or equivalently a slightly lower resonance 
frequency for a given unit cell size, while the FBW remains 
nearly the same. A smaller electrical size of the unit cell also 
entails higher opaqueness of the AFSS in the diodes on state 
due to the progressive broadening of the low-frequency 
rejection band in denser strip arrays. 
Generally, the two-layer AFSS may offer more freedom in 
the switching circuitry layout, including the possibility of 
accommodating wider strips of the cross dipoles to attain a 
higher rejection in the specified frequency band without 
sacrificing the packing density, p/Or, and the performance figure 
of merit. However, slightly lower performance of the single-
layer AFSSs may be counterbalanced by the ease and low cost 
of their fabrication. Besides, the additional constraints imposed 
by the interspersion of the grid of strip dipoles into the single-
layer AFSS can be somewhat alleviated by adopting narrower 
dipoles and gaps, and diodes with a smaller package2. For 
example, the use of the same diodes as in the two-layer AFSS 
described in Section III would result in a smaller unit cell of the 
single-layer AFSS and improved performance in both modes of 
operation.  
 
2
 The larger packaged diodes have been purposely employed in the single-
layer design to make it compatible with the low cost conductive inkjet printing 
and assess this technology in comparison with the standard photolithography. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
The proposed concept of AFSSs based on the complementary 
layout of the interwoven spiral and %ULJLG¶V FURVV DUUD\V has 
been validated experimentally. The AFSS prototypes were 
manufactured by both photolithography and conductive inkjet 
printing. The AFSSs fabricated by the two methods have 
performed similarly, albeit the prototypes with inkjet printed 
conductors exhibited slightly higher losses of extra 1 dB. 
Therefore, the measurement results are presented here only for 
the AFSS specimens fabricated by photolithography. 
A. Measurement setup 
The fabricated AFSSs have been characterized by both 
transmission and reflection measurements. The measurement 
setup is shown schematically in Fig. 7. For the transmission 
measurements, the specimens were fitted in a metallic frame 
placed between two Rohde and Schwarz HF906 wideband 
horns, connected to an HP8510C vector network analyser 
(VNA). The diffraction by the frame window was calibrated out 
first by characterizing the fixture without samples. Parasitic 
reflections were undetectable in these tests.  
For reflectivity measurements, the same wide band horns 
were attached to a NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) arch [25], 
housed inside an anechoic chamber. The specimens were placed 
on a low density polystyrene supporting structure, surrounded 
by pyramidal absorbers. The setup was calibrated without a 
sample and with a metal plate put in place of the sample. The 
measurement accuracy was enhanced by time gating to separate 
the array response from the spurious back scattering caused by 
multipath propagation. 
B. Bi-layer Interwoven Spiral Slot AFSS 
The manufactured prototype of the AFSS described in 
Section III, made by the complementary array of interwoven 
quadrifilar spirals combined with a conductor strip grid acting 
 
Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the reflection (R) and transmission (T) 
measurement setups. Two horn antennas were used for each measurement, 
either on the same side or the opposite sides of the AFSS for R and T 
measurements, respectively. 
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as the switching and biasing circuit, comprised of 49×49 square 
unit cells of size p = 6 mm, printed on a square 298.7×298.7 
mm2 substrate of thickness 0.8 mm with nominal relative 
permittivity Hr = 2.2 ± j0.0009 (Taconic TLY5). The periodic 
array of intertwined quadrifilar spiral slots and the dipole grid 
providing bias to the diodes were printed on the opposite sides 
of the dielectric substrate. This prototype required the use of 
4802 Infineon pin diodes of type BAR64-02V for surface 
mount with package SC79 [23]. The top and bottom sides of the 
AFSS panel, containing the array of intertwined quadrifilar 
spiral slots and the strip mesh with the pin diode switches, are 
shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. 
The AFSS response was measured in both the on and off 
states of the pin diodes. To switch the pin diodes into the on 
state, a forward bias voltage of ~34 V was applied at the 
periphery of the FSS panel in the measurement of both 
transmission and reflection. In this AFSS the biasing and 
switching grid actually consists of two orthogonal linear bi-
state dipole arrays [9]-[11]. Adjacent dipoles bridged by SMT 
pin diodes form the grid rows and columns that are connected 
in parallel to two pairs of vertical and horizontal bias buses to 
which the biasing voltages can be separately applied at the array 
periphery. This structure results in a mixed series-parallel 
electrical configuration for the biasing of the diodes. For 
forward bias, the power supply delivered a current of ~34.5 mA, 
which is distributed among the rows (or columns) of diodes 
supplying each a bias current of ~0.7 mA. The FSS attenuation 
was not affected by further increments of the current. For the 
case of reverse bias, the power supply was simply disconnected 
and no voltage applied to the array.  
Fig. 9 shows the transmittance and reflectance of the AFSS 
of Fig. 8 for a normally incident wave measured in both the on 
and off states of the pin diodes. It can be seen that with the 
diodes in the off state the structure is nearly transparent, the 
small losses of ~1 dB being due to the diode resistance at the 
resonance of the intertwined spiral slot array. In this case, the 
resonance of the dipole array occurs at a frequency much higher 
than that of the spiral slot array at fr § 1.75 GHz. The measured 
FBW at the reflectance level of -10 dB is ~34%, and both the fr 
and FBW are well correlated with simulation results in Fig. 4. 
When the diodes are in the on state, the rows or columns of the 
horizontal or vertical dipole array behave as continuous metal 
strips and produce a high-pass filter response. Because of the 
substantially subwavelength unit cell size, the resonance 
frequency of the intertwined spiral slot array is considerably 
below the high-pass band, and the overall response of the AFSS 
is strongly reflective. These characteristics are in good 
agreement with those predicted by the FW simulations in CST 
MWS displayed in Fig. 4.  
C. Single-layer Intertwined %ULJLG¶V&URVV Slot AFSS 
The prototype of the single layer bi-state AFSS described in 
Section IV is shown in Fig. 10. It is made of a complementary 
intertwined %ULJLG¶VFURVVDUUD\interspersed by the conductor 
strip grid acting as the switching and biasing circuit. The array 
comprised of 33x33 square unit cells of size p = 8.2 mm each 
was fabricated on a 275.8x275.8 mm2 wide and 0.8-mm-thick 
substrate with nominal relative permittivity Hr = 2.2 ± j0.0009 
(Taconic TLY5). As in the first AFSS prototype, the biasing 
and switching grid with embedded pin diodes is formed by two 
orthogonal bi-state dipole arrays [9]-[11] insulated at their 
crossing points by the diode packaging. Two Infineon diodes of 
type BAR64-03W with SMT package SOD323 [23] were 
soldered in each unit cell, with a total of 2178 diodes used in 
this prototype. 
In both the measurements of transmission and reflection, a 
forward voltage of ~23 V was supplied to flip the pin diodes 
from the off to the on state. A mixed series-parallel bias 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 8. A section of the bi-layer FSS prototype: (a) surface of the resonant 
interwoven spiral slot array; (b) the conductor strip grid with integrated pin 
diodes switches. The two conductor patterns are printed on 0.8-mm-thick 
dielectric substrate with permittivity Hr= 2.2-j0.0009 (Taconic TLY5). 
 
Fig. 9. Reflectance and transmittance of the AFSS shown in Fig. 8 measured 
at normal incidence with pin diode switches in the off (solid and dashed lines) 
and on (dash-dotted and dotted lines) states. 
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distribution network was realized by adjacent collinear dipoles 
interconnected by pin diodes to form rows and columns that are 
attached in parallel to two pairs of vertical and horizontal bias 
buses running along the array periphery. For forward bias, the 
power supply delivered a current of ~22.5 mA, which was 
distributed across the columns (or rows) of diodes giving each 
a bias current ~0.7 mA. Further increase of the bias current had 
no discernible effect on the attenuation. In the case of reverse 
bias, no voltage was applied. 
The measured transmittance and reflectance of the AFSS 
illuminated at normal incidence are shown in Fig. 11 for both 
the on and off states of the pin diodes. It appears that the AFSS 
is practically transparent when the diodes are in the off state and 
exhibit small losses of ~1 dB near the resonance of the 
intertwined %ULJLG¶VFURVVVORWarray, as predicted by CST MWS 
simulations. Indeed, as discussed in Section IV, the dipole array 
resonance is at a much higher frequency, in spite of the effect 
of the parasitic off state capacitance of pin diodes. Therefore, 
the dipoles weakly affect the passband resonant response of 
%ULJLG¶VFURVVDUUD\ at fr §2.1 GHz with the FBW measured at 
the level of -10 dB being ~43%. When the diodes are in the on 
state, the AFSS becomes strongly reflective because columns 
or rows of the vertical or horizontal dipoles behave as 
continuous conducting strips providing a high-pass filter 
response with the cut-off frequency much higher than the 
resonance frequenc\RIWKH%ULJLG¶VFURVVDUUD\. The measured 
transmission and reflection characteristics at normal incidence, 
shown in Fig. 11, demonstrate good agreement with the FW 
simulations of the corresponding infinite array modelled in CST 
MWS using a single unit cell and periodic boundary conditions.  
The response of the single-layer AFSS prototype shown in 
Fig. 10 has been measured at oblique incidence of TE and TM 
waves. The transmission characteristics measured at incidence 
angles of 0°, 30°, and 60° are shown in Fig. 13 at the pin diode 
switches in both the off (solid lines) and on (dashed lines) states. 
Transmission losses when the AFSS operates in the on state of 
switches are in the range 0.6-1.2 dB. The measured 
characteristics agree very well with the FW simulation results 
shown earlier in Fig. 6, especially when the diodes are in the off 
state. When the diodes are in the on state, the measured 
responses of the AFSS exhibit the same trends of the incidence 
angle dependences of both TE and TM polarizations as in FW 
simulations, but attain higher isolation. The latter is attributed 
to higher losses of the diode switches and their solder joints, 
which are not fully described by the nominal resistance of the 
diode models in the FW simulations. Thus, in this AFSS 
arrangement, the real switches with higher losses turn out to 
improve the AFSS on/off performance, rather than degrade it. 
 
Fig. 10. A section of the single-layer bi-state AFSS prototype based on the 
complementary array of intertwined %ULJLG¶VFURVVes paired to a conductor strip 
grid with surface mounted pin diodes switches and biasing circuit interspersed 
between the resonant FSS conductors. The FSS is printed on 0.8-mm-thick 
dielectric substrate with permittivity Hr= 2.2-j0.0009. 
 
Fig. 11. Reflectance and transmittance of the FSS panel shown in Fig. 10 
measured at normal incidence with pin diode switches in the off (solid and 
dashed lines) and on (dash-dotted and dotted lines) states. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 12. Measured transmittance of the AFSS panel shown in Fig. 10 at normal 
and oblique incidence of (a) TE and (b) TM waves when the pin diode switches 
are in the off (solid lines) and on (dashed lines) states. Measured data (square, 
circle, and triangle markers for 0°, 30°, and 60° incidence, respectively, filled 
and empty for the off and on states) are juxtaposed with the corresponding 
simulated results from Fig. 6 (solid and dashed lines). 
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VI. CONCLUSION  
A novel class of AFSSs with substantially subwavelength 
unit cells and integrated biasing wiring has been developed and 
tested. The presented AFSS arrangements are composed of the 
periodic complementary arrays of planar interwoven spirals and 
%ULJLG¶VFURVVes with the slots spirally wound and intertwined 
in adjacent unit cells. The key idea is to purposely leverage the 
subwavelength unit cell size of the patterned conductor screens 
with such convoluted and interwoven slot layouts and combine 
them with the grids of voltage controlled dipoles with integrated 
pin diodes located either on the same or opposite sides of a thin 
dielectric substrate. The substantially subwavelength size of the 
array unit cell ensures that the dipoles resonate far away from 
the array operational frequency and thus weakly interfere when 
the switches are in the off state. Then only the interwoven slot 
array determines the AFSS response. Conversely, in the on state 
of the switches, the grid of continuous strips formed by the 
interconnected dipoles enables a high isolation response of the 
AFSS - in fact, the smaller the unit cell size, the higher the 
isolation. As a result, bi-state transparency and reflectance at 
specified frequencies are achieved by the AFSS. The grid of 
dipoles allows switching of columns and rows of diodes 
separately, thus enabling independent control of the AFSS 
transparency for the vertically and horizontally polarized 
incident waves. It is important to stress here that the state of the 
pin diodes is controlled for the whole AFSS by voltage applied 
to the array periphery only but not to individual switches.   
The presented AFSS arrangements maintain all the merits 
of the arrays with substantially subwavelength unit cells 
inherent to the passive interwoven arrays. At the same time, 
they are substantially immune to the effects of switch parasitics, 
particularly, the performance degradation caused by the reverse 
bias capacitance of real switches. Additionally, the insertion 
loss of diodes in the on state actually improves the array 
isolation, rather than degrade its performance. The simulation 
and measurement results show that the proposed AFSSs with 
integrated switching and biasing circuitry achieve isolation of 
~15 dB between the transparency and reflectance regimes. This 
rate of isolation reduces the separation required for frequency 
reuse by a factor more than 3, which can significantly improve 
spectrum efficiency [26]. 
Power consumption and efficiency represent an important 
aspect of the AFSS design. A smaller unit cell size dictates the 
need for more pin diodes for an aperture of a given size. 
However, this does not directly imply a reduction of power 
efficiency. On the one hand, in the considered operational 
regimes, power is applied only in the on state of pin diodes, and 
moreover power consumption in voltage controlled switches is 
normally low. On the other hand, the efficiency of a bi-state 
AFSS is mostly an implementation issue. In the prototypes 
described in Section V we used commercial low cost pin diode 
switches. Power consumption of the tested panels was about 1 
W, and it could be further reduced with different types of pin 
diodes, e.g, InGaAs or InAlAs/InGaAs/InP switches or high 
frequency switch ICs based on FETs. Alternatively, very low 
loss RF MEMS switches with very low control power can be 
used. The AFSS structures presented in the paper are readily 
adaptable to any switch technology.  
All the proposed AFSS designs are compatible with the 
manufacturing processes based upon standard photolithography 
or inkjet printing and SMT component placement techniques. It 
is also worth emphasizing that the presented designs are fairly 
flexible in terms of unit cell size. We aimed at electrically small 
unit cells < 1/20 of the wavelength at the centre frequency to 
achieve high angular stability and a broad operating bandwidth. 
But the unit cell can be made larger, with a smaller number of 
switches required for a given aperture size and slightly lower 
power consumption. But this will upset the AFSS performance. 
Consideration of such factors and the related trade-offs can only 
be addressed at the level of a specific design/application that is 
beyond the aim and scope of this paper. 
Finally, it is important to note that the broad FBW and high 
angular and polarisation stability of the intertwined %ULJLG¶V
cross and intertwined spiral arrays are achievable with scalable 
unit cell dimensions tailored to the specified operational 
frequencies. This enables the design and fabrication of compact 
AFSSs for applications in reconfigurable and controllable 
electromagnetic architecture of buildings using both the low-
cost wet etching and inkjet printing fabrication techniques. 
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